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Abstract
We have been focusing on applying speech technologies to
pronunciation learning. In our previous study[1], a stressed
syllable detector was implemented by using stressed syllable HMMs and unstressed ones. And using the detector
internally, several systems were implemented[2]. However,
their development did not necessarily require the use of
HMMs as an acoustic modeling method. In this paper,
an HMM-based method, a DTW-based method, and a human strategy only with visual inspection were compared in
terms of their performance in judging whether two utterances of a word have the same stress pattern, e.g. récord
and recórd. Here, one utterance was given by a Japanese
learner and the other one was done by a native speaker.
Experiments showed that HMMs gave us the higher performance than DTW and even human strategies. This result
strongly supports the use of HMMs as an acoustic modeling method in the stressed syllable detector development.

1. Introduction
Recently, more and more eﬀorts have been made to apply speech technologies to language learning, especially to
assisting pronunciation learning. The authors have been
focusing on Japanese manners of generating English word
stress. This is because pronunciation habits inevitable to
Japanese can be easily found in the stress generation[3].
In our previous studies, several new techniques were proposed to analyze the stress generation manners, namely,
the detection of a stressed syllable[1], the estimation of
pronunciation habit in terms of the stress generation[2],
the abstract visualization of the estimated habit[2], and
so forth. These new techniques except the ﬁrst one were
based upon the stressed syllable detection technique, where
all the stressed and unstressed syllables were grouped into
several tens of syllable classes and each class was separately
modeled by HMMs. To build the HMMs, four acoustic parameters of vowel quality, power, pitch and duration were
used because these four factors can distinguish between
stressed syllables and unstressed ones[4][5]. However, the
development of the detector, the estimator, and the visualizer did not necessarily require the use of HMMs as an
acoustic modeling/matching method. They can surely be
implemented by using another method such as DTW.
Furthermore, we can ﬁnd even pronunciation CALL softwares where learners are asked to judge whether their utterance and the teacher’s one are identical or not in terms
of their stress patterns only by inspecting acoustic observations visually presented to them. In this case, learners can
be easily assumed not to have enough knowledge on acous-

tics and on the relations between the acoustic observations
and diﬀerences between stressed syllables and unstressed
ones. Therefore, the performance of learners’ judging the
identity of the two utterances may be rather low.
Based upon these considerations, the performance comparison was carried out among an HMM-based method,
a DTW-based method, and a human strategy only with
visual inspection. The comparison can certainly be done
in the paradigm of identifying a stress pattern given only
acoustic observations of an input word. In this paradigm,
however, a human subject comes to have to identify a stress
pattern without any model utterance. Since this situation
can never be found in any CALL software, the comparison
was designed to be done in terms of the performance in
judging whether two utterances of a word have the same
stress pattern or not, e.g. súbject and subjéct. Here, one
utterance was given by a Japanese learner and the other
one was done by a native speaker.
Section 2. describes the acoustic modeling of (un)stressed
syllables adopted in our previous study. Section 3. shows
the speech sample preparation and Section 4. outlines the
procedures of the experiments. Results and discussions are
shown in Section 5. and Section 6. concludes this paper.

2. Modeling Stressed Syllables and
Unstressed Syllables
The main objective of this paper is to verify the acoustic
modeling method adopted in our previous study. Then,
this section describes the adopted method.
Speech samples were digitized with 12 kHz and 16 bit sampling. The 14-th order LPC analysis was carried out using
21.3 msec window length and 8.0 msec frame rate. F0 and
power were also extracted with the same rate and, after
being transformed to logarithmic scale, they were normalized to have zero as mean values over each sample. When
building syllable models, F0 for unvoiced segments was required. For these segments, F0 was estimated by performing the linear interpolation between the preceding and the
succeeding voiced segments and the smoothing of the interpolated F0 curve. After the acoustic analysis, the following
three streams were used to make a parameter vector; 1)
the ﬁrst four ones of LPC mel cepstrum coeﬃcients and
their ∆s, 2) power and its ∆, and 3) F0 and its ∆. Using
these parameters, duration controlled CDHMMs with six
states and four distributions were adopted, where a PDF
was comprised of a single Gaussian distribution with a full
covariance matrix. The correlation between any two of the
above three streams was assumed to be zero in the matrix.
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For each of the two utterances, starting and ending frames
of the word segment were ﬁrstly detected automatically.
This detection was also done in the other experiments. After that, the two segmented words were matched with each
other based upon DP-matching. Parameter vectors used
here were the same as those in the previous section, namely,
a concatenation of cepstrum-related, power-related, and
pitch-related parameters. The judgment in respect to the
maximum likelihood selection

To realize the speech sample collection, a test was carried
out beforehand where eight Japanese speakers, A to H,
were required to locate the stressed syllable in each word
of an English word set. Here, the number of words of the

4.2. Judging experiments with the DP-based
method

feature extraction

• Japanese speakers spoke words with stress patterns which
they thought were correct for the words.
• Half of the obtained word samples were uttered with
lexically correct stress patterns and the other were not.

For each of two utterances of the same word, one spoken
by a Japanese and the other spoken by a native speaker,
the stressed syllable was detected by the method proposed
in our previous study. Here, the pos HMMs trained with
ATR English database of a diﬀerent speaker from the native speaker used in Section 3. were adopted for the stress
detection. The detection procedure is schematically shown
in Figure 1. If the positions of the detected stressed syllables were the same between the two utterances, the two
words were judged to have the same stress pattern. It
should be noted that the above requirement for the same
stress pattern does not always request that the detection
should be done correctly. Even if the detection did not
work right, the two word utterances were judged to have
the same stress pattern when the positions of the detected
stressed syllables were the same between the two.

)

The comparison experiments required two kinds of words
spoken by Japanese; 1) word utterances whose stress patterns are identical to those of the same words spoken by
a native speaker, and 2) word utterances whose patterns
are diﬀerent from those of the same words spoken by a
native speaker. These utterances could be easily obtained
by using words which can have diﬀerent stress patterns,
such as record, object, and so on. If these words only
were used, however, the scale of the experiments should
be rather small. Therefore, we attempted to collect word
utterances of both types using a larger vocabulary. In this
case, it should be noted that the collection should not be
done by forcing speakers speak words with diﬀerent stress
patterns from those which they thought were correct for
the words. This is because the forced utterance may cause
unnaturalness in the speaking. Then, the collection was
done so that the following conditions were satisﬁed;

4.1. Judging experiments with the HMM-based
method

(

3. Preparation of Speech Samples for
the Comparison Experiments

4. Procedures of the Experiments

input word

• Into 2 classes; stressed syllables and unstressed ones.
Only the accentual attribute is considered. −→ simple
• Into 6 classes; SH , ST , and SO separately for stressed syllables and unstressed ones, where SH and ST denote a
syllable at the head and one at the tail of a word respectively, and SO indicates a syllable at the other parts of
the word. Here, the accentual and positional attributes
of the syllable are introduced into the HMMs. −→ pos
• Into 16 classes; VS , CVS , VS C, CVS C, VL , CVL , VL C, and
CVL C separately for stressed syllables and unstressed
ones, where VS /VL represents a short/long vowel and C
means a sequence of consonants whose length is more
than zero. In this grouping, the accentual and structural
attributes are integrated into the HMMs.
−→ str
• Into 48 classes; all the above three attributes are considered. It follows that the models are built separately for
each combination of their accentuation, their position in
the word, and their syllabic structure.
−→ pos str
• Into 80 classes; the contextual attribute is additionally
introduced to further reﬁne grouping pos str. Here,
four labels — stressed / unstressed / begin of word /
end of word — are prepared as values of the left-hand
or right-hand contextual attribute.
−→ context

set was one hundred. Using the results of the test, a set of
sixty-ﬁve words were selected so that, for every speaker, the
indicated locations of the stressed syllables of only about
half words of the selected set were lexically correct. Although the selected set was common to all the speakers,
the indicated locations of the stressed syllables were dependent on the individual speakers. For the speech sample
preparation, the eight Japanese, A to H, were asked to
speak all the words of the selected set with the stress patterns which they answered in the test. And the spoken
words were recorded with a DAT recorder and analyzed as
in Section 2.. As for the word samples spoken by a native speaker, ATR English word database was used, which
contains speech samples of the 5000 most frequent words.

transcription,# syllables,
# stressed syllables

English is estimated to have as many as approximately ten
thousand diﬀerent syllables and this fact led the authors
to group the syllables into syllable classes. In our previous studies[1][2], the following several manners of grouping
were experimentally examined. And each syllable class was
acoustically modeled by the above HMMs.

HMMs
Figure 1: Stressed syllable detection procedure
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where i and j are frame indexes of two input vectors vi and
wj and (i, j) means a point in the DP path. d denotes the
dimension of the vector and σ(d)2 means the variance of
the d-th dimensional element of the vector. The variance
was calculated by using the whole training data for HMMs.
In addition to the simple deﬁnition of LD, its extension
was experimentally examined and it was deﬁned as
LD(i, j) = ρ1
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In this equation, three weights, {ρ1 , ρ2 , ρ3 }, are assigned
to three sub-scores, which represent cepstrum, power, and
pitch terms. And Equation (1) can be interpreted as one
special case of Equation (2), i.e. ρi = 1.0 for each i. This
extension was derived due to the following two considerations. The normalization of the distance range of individual elements does not always improve the performance.
And the adequate emphasis/deemphasis of a speciﬁc feature should be eﬀective, although the optimal control of
weights must be speaker-dependent.
For either deﬁnition of the local distance, the DP path
could be drawn in two diﬀerent manners. One is an ordinary manner, which temporally aligns the input two words
using vectors comprised of cepstrum, power, and pitch
sub-vectors (ordinary alignment). The other is as follows.
Firstly, the DP path was drawn by conducting the DPmatching between the two words with one to ten dimensions of LPC mel cepstrum coeﬃcients and their derivatives, namely, with segmental features (segmental alignment). After that, the summation of the local distances,
Equation (1) or (2), was done along the obtained DP path.
Then, the judgment of the stress patterns’ identity was
done by using the averaged distance over frames.

Subjects were visually provided with acoustic observations
of the two word utterances. The visualized acoustic features were power and pitch patterns only. Here, spectrum
patterns were not presented although they were used as
one of the acoustic parameters both in the HMM and DPbased methods. This is because we could not ﬁnd any commercial software in Japan which showed spectrum patterns
of learners’ utterances, although we made a detailed survey of eighteen CALL softwares available in the Japanese
market. In other words, this experiment was designed so
that the situation of using the current CALL softwares
was realized. The presentation of power and pitch patterns was conducted in three diﬀerent manners. One was
just showing power and pitch patterns without any alignment. Another one was displaying them after the ordinary
alignment between the two utterances. The last one was
the same as the previous one except for acoustic features
used in the alignment. Here, the segmental alignment was
performed. Figure 2 shows an example of the power and
pitch patterns with the ordinary alignment. In the experiments, audio feedback of the utterances was not done
because speech signals were not used directly as one of the
acoustic features in the HMM or DP-based method.
Subjects of this experiment were eight Japanese, a to h,
a part of whom participated in the recording of English
words in Section 3.. To all the subjects, the same set of
word pairs, Japanese and native utterances, were presented
with their power and pitch patterns. Here, the set was
comprised of 130 word pairs, half pairs of which were spoken by A and a native speaker, and the other pairs of which
were by B and the same native speaker. Although A was
referred to as a in this experiment, he could not recognize
that he was looking at his own utterances because there
was no audio feedback during the experiments.

4.4. Quantitative measurement of judging performance
After the three experiments, judging performance, JP , was
calculated for each method by the following formula.
nd
ns
+
Ns
Nd
× 100 [%]
(4)
JP =
2
In the formula, while Ns indicates the number of word pairs
which had the same stress pattern, ns means the number
of word pairs which were judged to have the same pattern
log(F0)

LD(i, j) =

4.3. Judging experiments with the human strategy with visual inspection
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stress pattern was made by adequately setting a threshold to the averaged distance over frames between the two
words. And if the averaged distance was smaller than the
threshold, the two words were judged to have the same
stress pattern. In this case, however, a problem could
occur. A parameter vector used in the experiments was
composed of three diﬀerent acoustic observations, i.e. cepstrum, power, and pitch. This might result in a rather large
diﬀerence of the range of the local distance among individual elements. Therefore, the local distance of an element of
a vector was calculated after the normalization based upon
the variance of the element. And the local distance, LD,
of a full vector was calculated as in the following equation,

survey
survey

time

Figure 2: Acoustic observations presented to subjects

Table 1: JP using the HMM-based method [%]
speaker A B C D E
F G H avg.
JP
76.9 83.0 83.5 88.1 68.8 86.2 80.0 89.3 82.0
Table 2: JP using the DP-based method [%]
With the simple LD and the ordinary alignment.
speaker A B C D E
F G H avg.
JP
62.1 59.3 63.3 56.7 62.6 71.3 50.1 62.0 60.9
With the extended LD and
speaker A B C D
JP
69.3 63.9 67.3 66.7
ρ1
0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0
1.5 0.5 2.5 3.0
ρ2
ρ3
1.0 2.5 0.0 0.0

the ordinary alignment.
E
F G H avg.
64.3 77.7 57.9 71.0 67.3
0.5 0.0 1.5 0.0
0.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
2.0 1.5 0.0 1.5

With the simple LD and the segmental alignment.
speaker A B C D E
F G H avg.
JP
61.9 74.1 64.5 56.1 50.0 88.9 58.4 60.6 64.3
With the extended LD
speaker A B C
JP
73.8 75.8 67.3
ρ1
0.0 1.5 1.5
ρ2
1.5 0.5 1.0
1.5 1.0 0.5
ρ3

and the segmental alignment.
D E
F G H avg.
71.8 66.0 92.2 62.1 65.1 71.8
0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0
3.0 3.0 2.5 2.5 2.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

Table 3: JP using the human strategy with inspection [%]
With no alignment.
subject
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h avg.
speaker A 73.8 79.3 79.8 64.5 79.5 75.7 49.8 74.5 72.1
speaker B 78.8 69.2 69.2 69.4 68.9 73.7 75.2 80.5 73.1
With the ordinary alignment.
subject
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h avg.
speaker A 66.2 71.9 76.2 61.7 71.7 62.9 51.9 78.1 67.6
speaker B 73.9 76.9 73.1 62.1 69.0 57.9 81.1 78.6 71.6
With the segmental alignment.
subject
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h avg.
speaker A 73.1 79.8 83.6 71.7 77.4 74.0 59.8 89.0 76.1
speaker B 79.7 66.2 75.2 69.0 59.6 60.8 72.0 79.7 70.3
in the experiments. Nd and nd are the numbers of word
pairs for the case of diﬀerent stress patterns.

5. Results and discussions
Table 1 shows judging performance (JP ) of the HMMbased method separately for each of eight speakers, A to
H. And the averaged performance is 82.0%.
In Table 2, JP values of the DP-based method are listed
for each speaker in various conditions; two deﬁnitions of
LD × two manners of temporal alignment. In the tables of extended LD, the quasi-optimal combinations of
weights, {ρ1 , ρ2 , ρ3 }, are also shown for individual speakers. In the experiment, these combinations were estimated
by a greedy method, where a triangular plane in (ρ1 , ρ2 , ρ3 )
space characterized by Equation (3) was ﬁrstly quantized
to give several tens of representative points on the triangle, and then the point which maximized JP was selected
as the quasi-optimal weight combination. Although the
weight optimization gives us the highest performance, this

performance cannot be realized for a new speaker because
his/her optimized combination is unknown. Both of the
use of extended LD and that of segmental alignment increase JP . However, the averaged JP in every condition
is lower than the averaged JP of the HMM-based method.
Table 3 shows JP of the human strategy with inspection
in three conditions of no, ordinary, and segmental alignments. Unlike JP of the DP-based method, the use of
temporal alignment does not necessarily increase the performance. This is considered to be because subjects unconsciously aligned the visualized patterns of one utterance
with those of the other while comparing the two utterances. Therefore, JP is not always decreased in the case
of ‘no alignment’. Since this experiment used word samples spoken by A and B only, each JP value in Table 3
should be compared with JP of A and that of B shown
in Table 1, which are 76.9% and 83.0% respectively. Although, in some cases, JP values in Table 3 exceed the
corresponding ones in Table 1, all the averaged JP values
of each speaker in Table 3 are lower than the corresponding values in Table 1. This result implies that subjects
without any special training do not have enough knowledge
on how to evaluate diﬀerences between the two utterances
and on how to integrate diﬀerence between the two power
patterns and that between the two pitch patterns. And
HMMs are considered to acquire this knowledge through
their training procedures with a spoken word database.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, to verify the acoustic modeling/matching
method adopted in our previous study, the performance
in judging whether two utterances of a word have the
same stress pattern or not was examined among an HMMbased method, a DP-based method, and a human strategy with visual inspection. To increase the reliability of
experimental results, word speech samples were carefully
prepared, where a test was carried out beforehand to estimate speakers’ knowledge on English vocabulary. Judging
experiments showed that the HMM-based method gave the
higher performance than the DP-based method and even
the human strategy. This result strongly indicates the validity of using HMMs as an acoustic modeling/matching
method in the stressed syllable detector development.
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